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Through at this unit I will be talking about my experience in 

this unit. 

In task 1 I done research in 5 

categories which are HSV 

colour palette, ICC profile, 

Screen pixel, RGB VS CYMK 

and pantone colours. 

Throughout my research I 

did found a bit of difficult on 

doing research on pantone 

colours but overall, I didn’t find too much difficult on the rest 

of the research. In task 2 I had to do 5 raster work in 

photoshop and 5 vector work in Illustrator. Throughout the 

task I enjoyed doing the vector work a lot. In the vector work 

I took inspiration from the 90’s game one such game I took 

inspiration for one of the vector arts is Spyro I also took for 

another vector art that I done which was from a game called 

Sonic The Hedgehog. During when I was working on the 

vector art, I did an extra vector art mainly because I just 

enjoyed doing vector art.  

 

In task 3 I started to do work on the 2 A3 posters. I choose 

one of the A3 posters I done with the one with the sunset 

from my previous that I done on task 2. I did add a few things 

on the poster such as a forest, a street on the top pf the hill 

and a small lake. Then for the second A3 poster I tried to do 

similar the sunset one but changing the view of the city and 

Figure 1: Illustration for the website 
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the sky’s colour. I started then working for the cover jacket 

for the game I chose the PlayStation 2 cover jacket for my 

game and done some a few researches on the cover jackets. 

Before I added the cover jacket in the game, I added the text 

in illustrator for the back cover of the page. Then I done the 

leaflet for my game and, I done an Illustration work for my 

website it took a long time to do it but I enjoyed doing it 

during that task and I used 

that to show how my 

illustration would look like 

for my website on the 

computer and laptop. 

During through this unit I 

should do more research as 

thing such as the idea of the 

game I had no idea of what 

it would be, but I had learned my lesson to do more research.   

In the future I need to improve a bit more with Photoshop as 

from the work from task 2 some of my editing looks way to 

simple, I may need to do look tutorials on YouTube as these 

will help me improve my work for other projects and also for 

my future job. I had also some difficult encounter but mostly 

is with my laptop as I had taken it for repairs but still, I 

managed to do finish the work nonetheless by going to the 

library and by using a bit from my sister’s computer. 

 

Overall, I did kind of enjoyed a bit from this lesson. 

 

Cover jacket 
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Figure 4:Cover jacket for PlayStation 2 Figure 2:Leaflet 2 

Figure 3:leaflet 1 


